ABSTRACT. We conjecture a classification of the automorphisms of the rational cohomology ring of U(n)/H for H a closed connected subgroup of maximal rank in U(n), and prove a partial result.
Introduction.
For any sequence n\, n2,..., n; of positive integers with sum n, let F(ni,..., n¡) denote the homogeneous space U(n)/H, where S is a subgroup of U(n) conjugate to c7(m) x U(n2) x • • ■ x U{n{). Then F(nt,..., n¡) can be given the structure of a complex manifold of complex dimension Ylp<qnpnQ-We can think of F(n\,..., n¡) as the space of orthogonal decompositions Cn = pi © p2 © ■ • • © pi with dimp¿ = n¿. Evidently there are canonical n¿-plane bundles over F(n\,..., n¡) for 1 < i < I: we denote these bundles r/¿ and set Xi,h = ch(r]i) G H2h{F{m,...,nj);Q), 1 < h < nz
The structure of H* {F(ni,..., n¡ ); Q) is given by the following result [1] . THEOREM 1.1. The cohomology ring H*(F(m,..., n¡); Q) is isomorphic to the quotient Q[xi,h\l <i <l, 1 < h < n¿]/(l-r-xi,i H-r xliTLl) ■ ■ ■ (1 + xíti -\-r-x¡,n¡) = 1.
We make the following conjecture (cf. [4] 3. ni = n2 = • ■ • = nj_i = 1 [3] . In this paper we provide further evidence for Conjecture 1.2 by proving that any automorphism of H*(F(ni,..., n/); Q) acts on H2{F{n\,..., n¿); Q) as expected (Theorem 3.2); this implies a partial result for all dimensions (Corollary 3.3). The proof is based on results of §2, where the height in H*(F(ni,..., n¡); Q) of any two-dimensional cohomology class is determined.
2. Heights of two-dimensional cohomology classes. Let 1™ denote 1 repeated n times. Then S*(F(1");Q) is generated by two-dimensional elements, which we denote by í¿ (instead of x^i as above). By Theorem 1.1, S*(F(ln); Q) is the polynomial algebra Q[ii,..., tn] modulo the ideal generated by the elementary symmetric functions e¿(íi,..., tn). We denote the symmetric group on {1,2,..., n} by Sn. Let P = {Pi, P2,..., P¡} be a partition of {1,2,..., n}, and put Sp = {a G En | o(p) = q implies p, q G Pfc, some k}.
If cardP, = n¿, there is a map irp:
The symmetric group Sn acts on S*(P(1");Q) by permuting the U. For any subgroup G of En, let S*(F(ln); Q)G be the subring invariant under G. The next result shows that any cohomology ring H*(F(ni,... ,n¡);Q) with ni -I-hn¡ = n can be regarded as an invariant subring of S*(F(ln); Q).
PROPOSITION 2.1. For any partition P = {Pi,...,Pi} of {1,2,...,n) with cardP¿ = n¿, the map irp:H*(F(ni,... ,n;);Q) -► S*(S(ln);Q) is an injection with image S*(F(ln);Q)Ep.
PROOF. There is a fibration
whose Serre spectral sequence collapses for degree reasons, so 7rp injects. Now i\*P maps Xith G H* (F (ni,... ,n;); Q) to e^(P¿), the hth elementary symmetric function in the variables {ife | k G P¿}. Since EP = S(Pi) x S(P2) x • • • x S(P;), where S(P¿) is the symmetric group on P¿, the conclusion follows. For any homogeneous element u of H*(F(ni,... ,n¿); Q), we define the height of u to be the greatest power p so that up ^ 0. The next result gives an upper bound on height u for u G H2(F(ni,..., n¡); Q). (This upper bound will turn out be exactly height u, as we show in Theorem 2.3.)
Define an equivalence relation E on {1,2,..., /} by E -{(p, g) | ap = aq}, and let P(E) = {5i, 52,..., Sr) be the set of equivalence classes. Then t--( 1) height u < y mpmq, P<Q where rrii = 2_. nfci 1 < i < r.
keSi PROOF. Choose a partition P = {Pi,... ,P¡} of {1,2,... ,n} with cardP¿ = n¿. By the preceding result, we can identify H*{F{m,..., n(); Q) with S*(P(1"); Q)Ep. 
. ,n,)]).
For r < npnq we have ud~r = 0 when ap = aq, by 2.2. Thus (ap -aq)nvni divides f(ai,... ,ai) for every p < q. Then either (2) holds or /(ai,...,a¡) is identically zero. But F(ni,..., n¡) can be given the structure of a Kahler manifold [3] , so there must be some two-dimensional class of maximal height: thus, (2) holds. Then (1) must be an equality since the hypothesis of 2.2 implies that u has maximal height inS*(F(mi,...,mr);Q).
REMARK. A different proof of the formula for height u is given in [3] .
Proof of the main theorem.
To prove the main theorem we require a combinatorial lemma. LEMMA 3.1. Let S C {(p,q) \ 1 < p < q < l}, S the equivalence relation generated by S, and P(S) the partition of {1,2,... ,1} into S-equivalence classes.
If card S = C"1), then 1. P(S) = {{1,2,...,/}}, or 2. P(S) = {{1,2,..., k -1, k + 1,..., /}, {fc}} for some l<k<l.
PROOF. Let P(S) = {Pi, P2,..., Pt}. Then
By the hypothesis, this implies } card Pp card Pq < I -1, p<q which can happen only if (1) or (2) we have np = nq (unless I = 2, in which case the theorem is trivially true). REMARK. In the preceding result it suffices to assume <p is an endomorphism of H*(F(ni,..., n¡); Q) which is an automorphism on dimension 2. For if <p is an automorphism of H2(F(ni,..., n¡); Q), it must take some class of maximal height to another class of maximal height (since the preimage of a class of maximal height has maximal height). Hence <p is nonzero on a generator of S2d(P(ni,...,n/);Q), d = J2nPnq-p<q
Then consideration of Poincaré duality shows that <p is an automorphism of S*(P(m,...,n*);Q). REMARK. If np > 2np_i for each p, it follows that <p(xith) = mh,Xi,h mod decomposables for all i and h.
